The velocity distribution of fusionlike products formed in the reaction 701 MeV Si+ ' Mo is decomposed into 26 incomplete fusion channels. If Coulomb corrections are neglected the yields of the incomplete fusion channels correlate much better with the Q value for projectile fragmentation than with the Q value for incomplete fusion. However, the correlation is much improved for incomplete fusion if a Coulomb correction is included. The partition of linear momentum between various sources is deduced using the measured residue velocity, multicomponent fits to light charged particle spectra, and mean neutron multiplicities. This reconstruction indicates that a substantial fraction of the momentum is not detected by our apparatus when slow residues are produced. With reasonable assumptions about this missing momentum component, the initial excitation of the compoundlike system is calculated as a function of the residue velocity.
I. INTRODUCTION The decline of the complete fusion cross section in heavy-ion reactions as the relative velocity at contact exceeds -, ' c is well known. The telltale sign of this decline is found in measurements of the velocity distributions of the fusionlike residues' (ER) or in measurements of the angle between fission fragments.
In the former case the velocity distributions are broad and skewed to low velocities with mean values less than expected for complete momentum transfer. Coarsely, one can divide the explanations for this incomplete momentum transfer into those where the projectile nucleons carrying the nonfusing momentum traverse the target nucleus, and those where they do not. The latter, most appropriate for large impact parameters, was first provided by the sumrule model of Wilczynski. Here the projectile fragments into two pieces, one which fuses and the other which continues on a Coulomb trajectory with a velocity close to that of the beam. In this model, the nonfusing mass provides a crude impact parameter selection. On the other hand, for small impact parameters, one must account for incomplete fusion by lack of su%cient stopping power to thermalize the relative kinetic energy within the nuclear volume. Preequilibrium models of this sort have taken several forms, including Fermi jets, ' hotspot formation ' and the standard preequilibrium model modified for heavy-ion systems. More recently, Harvey has generated a model based on free nucleon-nucleon scattering. ' This model may be valid over a broad range of impact parameters, but is undoubtedly restricted to highenergy heavy-ion collisions due to the lack of an explicit treatment of Pauli blocking. Another recent and promising development is the melding of the Fermi jet model to the nucleon exchange model developed for lower energy deep inelastic heavy-ion collisions. " The relevance of the different mechanisms underlying those models is one of the fundamental issues in the study of intermediate energy heavy-ion reactions. This is so, not simply because we wish to understand why complete fusion ceases to be viable, but also because of the restrictions imposed by these mechanisms on our capabilities of forming and therefore studying highly excited and rapidly rotating nuclear systems.
In this work we make two contributions to the understanding of the nature of the incomplete fusion process. The first contribution involves the properties of incomplete fusion (IF) channels, defined by the exclusive charge (Z, t, ) and associated mass ( A, t, ) which compose the for- ': C XXX:" ".'. '' :"AX4')Pg;"i' X :".. 'i'"'I('k'leap~. '. .ll'i::., ' ".'C' . ' ' ' 'XC:X:". X Ck"'.
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B. This is done in Fig. 3 . In Figs This observation extends the phenomenological basis of the standard incomplete fusion model to highly fragmented channels with large but not complete momentum transfers. This is not meant to imply that incomplete fusion must be a one-step process. In fact, the Q value for projectile fragmentation, with or without correction [Figs. 3(b) and 3(d)] also exhibits a reasonable correlation to the fragment yields. The open symbols correspond to the inclusive residue-charged particle coincidences while the solid symbols correspond to the specific channels; see below. The trend seen at forward angles, Fig. 4 (a), is simply that the more massive the ejectile, the more likely it is to be correlated with slow resi- dues. This is no more than a verification of the trend seen in Fig. 2 .
The inclusive, nonchannel selected light-ion multiplicities in the backward direction [Fig. 4(b) ] increase with p and tend to saturate as full momentum transfer is approached. The backward angle inclusive heavy-ion multiplicities exhibit a somewhat different trend, saturating at relatively small momentum transfers (slow residues). The dependence observed for the light particles indicates that their multiplicity at large angles is a measure of the violence of the collision in the same fashion as has been previously demonstrated for the neutron multiplicity' and as we have also found from the present study (see Fig. 5 ). Needless to say, the same cannot be said of the forward multiplicities.
These reAect the momentum transfer itself, and therefore there is a slight enhancement of M, , for relatively large values of p, while M and MH, peak at low values of p. The total forward charged particle multiplicity is rather insensitive to momentum transfer, and therefore cannot be used as an indicator of the centrality or violence of the collision. This has also been found to be true in the study of the reactions Ar+ U at E/3 = 35 MeV and ' N+ U at E/2 = 50 MeV. ' The solid points in Fig. 4(b 
The missing mass 5 3 is deduced from the missing momentum assuming b, P = 6 2 (P~I &z ). (14) [Equation (13) 
